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Abstract 2. LINAC AND BOOSTER

With the completion of the AGS rf upgrade, and the Both the Linac and Booster increased their repetition
implementation of a transition "jump", all of accelerator rate from 5 Hz to 7.5 Hz for the '94 run achieving the
systems were in place in 1994 to allow acceleration of the Booster design value. The transfer momentum between
proton intensity available from the AGS Booster injector to Booster and AGS was increased from the '93 value of 1.41
AGS extraction energy and delivery to the high energy GeV (kinetic energy) to 1.56 GeV, which is slightly above
users. Beam commissioning results with these new systems the design value. These changes required the Booster Main
are presented. Progress in identifying and overcoming other Magnet Power Supply to run at full voltage, t_Iost of the
obstacles to higher intensity are given. These include a "dwell" interval between Booster cycles had to be eliminat-
careful exploration of the stopband strengths present on the ed but cycle-to-cycle injection field reproducibility re-

AGS injection magnetic porch, and implementation of the mained excellent with adjustment of the gain of the "slow"
AGS single bunch transverse dampers throughout the current loop and the addition of a "feed forward" compen-
acceleration cycle, sation for the first beam cycle. (The Booster runs with a

preconditioning "dummy" magnet cycle.) The higher repeti-
1. INTRODUCTION tion rate reduces the time the beam must survive on the

AGS front porch by 200 ms and of course also increases

The Brookhaven AGS complex has included the Booster the output per second from the complex. The transfer
in its chain of accelerators since 1992, but because of new momentum increase reduces the importance of space charge
systems added to the AGS it was not a priori obvious what effects during the 400 ms spent on the AGS accumulation
intensity limits for the 1994 proton run would be. Indeed as porch but also pushes the fast kicker magnets in\ olved in
of this writing the limit is still not clem" as the peak beam the transfer between machines to their limits. [he field
intensity at extraction has passed 3.7x1013 protons per 3.8 ramp rate at Booster injection was held at the 10o3 value
second acceleration cycle and continues to creep up. The (3Tsec). l-he Linac current has been a very health,. 27 ma.
highest intensity accelerated during the '93 run was just A survey of the Booster magnets just prior to the "94 run
below 2.5x1013. This paper will briefly describe the Linac indicated that the main dipoles and quadrupoles had devel-
and Booster setup, which are not fundamentally changed oped systematic tilts which were removed. As a result of
from previous reviews.[1] The changes made this year in this work the uncorrected closed orbit excursions were
the AGS were substantial and will be described along with reduced from the rather anomalous 15 mm of '93 to 5 mm
the performance gains associated with their introduction. A further change was a reduction in the harmonic
Some mention will be made of future developments. The number in Booster from 3 to 2 (and in AGS from 12 to 8)

capacity of the extraction lines, targets and proton users to This change gives a more stable machines both by reducing.
accept beam continues to increase. One should understand the number of potential transverse mid longitudinal instabil-
that these users - the beam is slowly extracted (a one ities and by lowering demands on the acceleration hard-
second or longer spill) from the AGS at 24 GeV and used ware. The change also opens up the possibilir_ due to
to produce secondary beams at 6 target stations - are only existing "heavy ion" cavities in the Booster of a future
interested in intensity and time uniformity of beam on tar- addition of a 2nd harmonic accelerating potential to
get. The 6 dimensional emittance prior to extraction is rele- lengthen bunches at Booster injection.
rant only in so far as it limits efficient acceleration, extrac- The actual Booster setup is still well described by
tion, and transport. Tuning tends to have a strong empirical reference !. "llae orbit mid ramp rate changes required a
flavor with losses and imensii.y the prmlai:: optimized lecotrectton ot Booster si:opbands [21. The Boos_:r qans.
para.lneters, v¢,_¢ daJ,_pcra have not yet been requi.rcd, dmugh ,_t!,igh(:s_

t-,nc_gy. . ties of gr.:mter than I.Sx 10_3 protons per cycle over Ih,: {bu,

.'._, OISTRIBUTtON OF THI6 DOOUMENT IS UNLIMITED
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cycle transfer have been achieved along with a single cycle A likely intensity limiting candidate is beam loss
peak of 17.5x10 t3 which is above the design value, associated with crossing AGS transition energy (8 GeV). In

the past transition has been coped with by increasing the
3. AGS longitudinal beam size usin,,_ the VttF cavity alone_ x_ith

assorted rfgymnastics. A s,, stern to speed up passage of the
The AGS is the machine where most of the action has beam through the transition region (to ".iump") can allo_

been this year ,_ith the accelerating rf system, the "very higher intensities. A jump to cope with at least 5x101-_ had
high frequency" (VHF) 92 MHz dilution cavity, and the been designed for the AGS in the late l q80's [4] mad _as

Gamma-tr jump system the major players. Figure I gives commissioned at the start of the '94 run [5].
one summary of the acceleration cycle. The horizontal axis The Gamma-tr jump sxs_em employ s six quadrupole.<
gives time (200ms/box) during the acceleration cycle. 11ae with alternating polarity sxmmetrically spaced around the
traces, from the top down, are the AGS intensity, showing AGS lattice. By gradually increasing the currents in these
the four transfer steps from Booster, a small loss at transi- quadrupoles, the AGS transition energy is slowly pushed up
lion, and the beginning of the ramp down during slow from its normal value, by as much as 3 units, and then b v

extraction; the AGS magnetic field, with the injection, "crowbaring" the supplies the transition energy rapidly re-
dilution, and extraction porches; the AGS rf accelerating turns to normal. For each quadrupole the peak current of up
voltage, with lower levels on the porches and at transition, to 3 KAmps is diverted to a .7 Ohm resistor by a GTO

and finally the voltage on the VHF cavity. Transfer effi- (gated turn-off) switch. The timing of this "jump" is such
ciency between Booster and AGS (after the 4th transfer) that the machine transition energy crosses through the beam
approaches 90%, with the majority of this loss occurring in energy during the rapid fall and the relative crossing rate
the AGS. The four cycle reproducibility, steering, and for the beam center is increased by a factor of order 30.
optics of the beam presented to AGS remain active topics. The system ramps up in about 60 ms and falls in less than
Early acceleration, transition, and late acceleration ineffi- one ms. The price paid for the shifting of transition in this
ciencies are typically l or 2 percent. Significant slow losses way is a reduction in aperture due to the implied distortions
across the front porch have so far been avoided, perhaps in the dispersion and betatron functions. The dispersion
because the bunches are flattened in time, reducing the evolves from a well behaved function with values of 1.9
peak charge. +/- .3 Meters to a bipolar function with amplitudes of about

....... 10 Meters. Figure 2 gives an example of this evolution vs

[ 1 :: time (10 ms/dJv) at a pal"ticular location in the ring - at the"" Ionization Profile Monitor. The beam horizontal profile is

.... }...._I-...I'L..! :...:'........_ ..... .-...":b_ measured at lms intervals, one measurement per acceler-" /_ alien cycle. The dispersion at the IPM reverses sign as theI I

..... pass through a minimum (providing measures of both the

J transverse size and the momentum spread). Also given on

;: ',!:!i,'._,_r'_',:',j.',',_,,,',,',',',:;::_i_',: the figure is the current ,rave fern, in one of the six

I
]F_ __j i /111 , , [ quadrupoles - which gives thetime dependence of the

_, i resulting shift in transition energy.
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Figure I. The AGS Acceleration Cycle * °_+
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A major upgrade of the accelerating rf system has been , _,+_o+_ ,,
completed. This work, which is described in these proceed-
ings [3] moved the final power amplifiers for the l0 I
cavities into the ring coupling them directly with the '
cavities. A "fast feedback" loop was also implemented. The ,,.4._

" ! .tl+,ov°, + +t oo ,i uo ,oovo, o.bunch-shape damper ha_ rece_tlx, been included ir_ the
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crossing, It is the existence of the new rf system which has ............. ,,,

iiitlltatlolL,. Figure 2. Beam Size Variation due to the Gamma-tr Jul_



_, Because of the large dispersion, and to a lesser extent The AGS transverse dampers [7] provide bunch by
because the equilibrium orbit is not centered in all of tile bunch center-of-mass damping in both planes. The ', ertical
quads beam loss is very sensitive to the momentum spread system has been powered throughout the cycle t'c,r the

and momentum deviation of the beam during this period, present run. While at the moment it is not required its
This translates into a sensitivity to the longitudinal dilution damping effect enlarges the space available for ttan:'" _: The

occurring in the cycle prior to transition, and to the setting most obx lous coherence signal associated sylph "!e tight
of the radial loop reference function during the distortion passage through transition mentioned above was ._ ', enical
period - which detcrmines the momentum offset. The jump coherence prcsently held off by the late VHF cavity
requires less longitudinal dilution before transition and dilution
eliminates the usual longitudinal dilution (blow-up) associ- The damper can generate from its "diagnostic r3:emorx'"
ated with a slow crossing and so creates a dense beana in a turn b\ turn history of the transverse center-of-mass

longitudinal phase space after transition The resulting beana motion of all 8 bunches for many milliseconds of the cycle.
was not stable across the remainder of the cycle to extrac- Synchrotron as well as betatron motion for all bunches on

tion even at relatively low intensities. The solution to this a single cycle can be studied. A complementary diagnostic
situation involves the VHF cavity, involving digitization throughout an acceleration c_.cle and

The VHF cavity was introduced into the AGS in pre- retrieval in real time of the longitudinal evolution of a
booster days specifically to provide acontrolled dilution of particular bunch has also been commissioned[8] An
longitudinal phase space for transition.[6] The cavity is example of output from this package can be found in ref 3.
driven at a multiple of the beam revolution frequency
which is then phase modulated at about twice the synchro- 5. CONCLUSIONS and ACKNOWLEDGME.NTS
tron frequency. Further, this frequency is varied slightly in
a sawtooth fashion. During the '93 proton run, the cavity A hard limitation to intensity increase at the AGS
was also activated on the AGS injection porch in a fixed complex has not yet been found, but we continue to search.

frequency mode. The incoming bunches from Booster were That search involves the entire AGS department. Since the
intentionally offset from the centers of the AGS buck- startup of the Booster, substantial blocks of dedicated time

ets.The highly nonlinear interaction between the oscillating have been made available for the commissioning work.
bunches and the VHF cavity produced long smooth That was again true for this run with two months of beam
bunches. This was again the situation in '94 when the time used, and is crucial to the progress made.
Gamma-tr jump was first tried, with too much momentum

spread at the jump and too little atter. Both problems were
solved at least at this intensity by moving the time of the 6. REFERENCES
dilution porch from before to just after transition.
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